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flight service stations FSS and the

air traffic controllers who staff them arcare

responsible for a myriad of aviation re-
lated safety functions this is true
throughout the nation butbul is of utmost

importance to aviation users in alaska
flight service stations provide emer-

gency services including lost and dis-

oriented aircraft services weather brief

ing services both preflight and en
routemute traffic advisoriesadvisories flightplan and

special reporting services and in flight

communications to aircraft flying in this

most geographically challenging of
states safety and service are the prime
objectives of the flight service station
specialist

the controllers assigned to FSSs
are trained to locate and assist pilots

who become lost or disoriented in in-
clement wweathereather orencounter any num-

ber of other inflight emergencies that

might occur flight service controllers

provide a wide variety ofweather brief-

ing services to general aviation pilots

who must make choices on whether to

fly themselves or to use the services of
air taxi operators or scheduled air car-

riers air taxi operators use methe weather
gagatheringdiering and dissemination services of
the flight service station in order to

make decisions on the safety or feasi-

bility of proposed flights

A sigmsignificantificant number of outlying
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FSSs in the state have been closed in

recent years primarily as a result of the

consolidation of services which are

removedrcmotedremoted sometimes over great dis-

tances to centralized automated FSSs
such as we have in fairbanks kenai and

juneau

with this transfer of responsibility

of services and remotingremovingremo ting of equipment

to the automated facilities some ser-

vices that the users in the effected com-

munitiesmunities had come to rely upon have

been lost or degraded the aviation us-

ers in alaska have communicated to

the FAA and to their elected represen-

tatives that the consolidation of the

states FSS network into three AFSSs
was unacceptable

yet the issues of facility closings

reductions in personnel degradation of

services non implementation of the

auxiliary FSS plan alaska rotation
and the myriad of other issues that have

and continue to impact the FSS network

and general aviation pale in compari-

son to the latest and most ominous ththreat

now looming on the horizon

while the clinton administration

pushes its plan to corporativecorporatizccorporatize the air

traffic control system a national field

reorganization workgroupwork&upiswork group is laying the

groundwork for methe elimination of the

flight service option as we know itit

calling for a one third reduction in the

FSS workworkforceforce by 1999 and zeroing out

all budgetary requirements for person-

nel and equipment beginning in the year

20002000 it has been reported of the recordrecore

by highly placed FAA sources that the

FAA administrator for the airairtrafficTTrafficraffic has

signed off on a document entitled FAA

vision of the future year 2000 plan

which calls for the privitization of flight
service it is reported further that the

workgroupworkgroup is designing a4 plan to con-

tract out all FSS weather briefing services

to private companies and consolidate all

inflight communication functions and re-

locate the remaining work force into ex-

isting regional air route traffic control

centers
we urgently request your support in

urging congress to kill the corpora-

tion restore full agency funding for

flight service and to sponsorcosponsorco rep
lightfootslightfooteLightfoots HR 1392 the federal
aviation administration reformactofreform act of
1995 establishing the creation ofan in-

dependent FAA free ofthe bureaucratic

oversight of the department of trans-
portationportaportationtion


